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Abstract. Existing social networks are based on centralised architec-
tures that manage users, store data, and monitor the security policy of
the system. In this work, we present DS4, a Distributed Social and Se-
mantic Search System that allows users to share and search for content
among friends and clusters of users that specialise on the query topic.
In DS4, nodes that are semantically, thematically, or socially similar are
automatically discovered and logically organised into groups. Content
retrieval is then performed by routing queries towards social friends and
clusters of nodes that are likely to answer them. In this way, search re-
ceives two facets: the social facet, addressing friends, and the semantic
facet, addressing nodes that are semantically close to the queries. Our
experiments demonstrate that searching only among friends is not ef-
fective in distributed social networks, and showcase the necessity and
importance of semantic friendship.

1 Introduction

In recent years a number of social networking services have been developed to
offer users a new way of sharing, searching, and commenting on user-generated
content. Following the development of such services, people have shown great
interest in participating in “social” activities by generating and sharing vast
amounts of content, ranging from personal vacation photos to blog posts, or
comments and like/agree/disagree tags. All these social networking services are
typically provided by a centralised site, where users need to upload their content,
thus giving away access control and ownership rights as a requirement to making
it available to others. This centralised administrative authority may sometimes
utilise the content in any profitable way, from selling contact details to marketing
firms to mining of user information for advertising purposes. Furthermore, the
rate of growth of both content and user participation in such services raises
concerns about the scalability of the centralised architectures used, as they are
called to serve millions of users and gigabytes of content every day.
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Idea and Challenges. In this work, we present a distributed social networking
architecture that allows users to share and search for content in a fully decentralised
way, while at the same time maintaining access control and ownership of their con-
tent. Such a design is ideal for implementing scientific or enterprise social networks,
where people are reluctant to upload their data to a third party. Our work builds
upon research results from the peer-to-peer (P2P) paradigm, such as those utilis-
ing unstructured, small-world, and semantic overlay networks (SONs) [1,2,3]. Re-
placing the centralised authority with a distributed self-manageable community of
nodes removes access control and ownership issues and ensures high-scalability and
low maintenance costs. For this reason, recent efforts in the industry and the liter-
ature have also resorted to the P2P paradigm for building decentralised social net-
works and platforms (like Diaspora1, KrawlerX2, and OpenSocial3), and have de-
veloped architectures [4] and prototype systems [5] relying mainly on Distributed
Hash Tables (DHTs). Contrary to DHTs that focus on providing accurate loca-
tion mechanisms, DS4 emphasises on node autonomy, content-based grouping of
nodes, and loose component architecture by relying on the SON paradigm. The
designed system is scalable (requires no centralised component), privacy-aware
(users maintain ownership and control over their content), automatic (requires no
intervention by the user), general (works for any type of content), and adaptive
(adjusts to changes of user content or interests).

In DS4, node organisation is achieved by executing identification and group-
ing of semantic friends (periodically) by each node. This protocol operates by
establishing connections among semantically similar nodes (in addition to the
social connections) and by discarding connections that are outdated or pointing
to dissimilar nodes. The goal of this protocol is to create groups/clusters of nodes
with similar interests. User queries can then be resolved by routing the query
towards friends and nodes specialising to the query topic. In this way, content
search is leveraged to another type of friendship often ignored in social networks:
the semantic friendship emerging from common user interests or user profiles.

Contribution. In the light of the above, the contributions of this work are
threefold:

– We define a distributed social networking architecture that offers fundamen-
tal social interactions, while emphasising on content search, user autonomy,
and data ownership. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first approach
to propose a distributed social networking system that introduces the notion
of semantic friendship between users.

– We present the protocols and services that regulate node interactions. We
provide details on the definition of the semantic friendship between users,
present details on the distributed social and semantic search algorithms, and
discuss system implementation issues.

– We show the importance of semantic friendship in such a distributed context
by means of experimentation with real social networking data, both on a

1 https://joindiaspora.com/
2 http://www.krawler.com/
3 http://docs.opensocial.org/display/OS/Home
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simulated environment and on a prototype system. Our experiments show
that by resorting only to friends for content retrieval we achieve recall as
low as 10%, while introducing a basic notion of semantic similarity between
nodes increases recall to 30%, but incurs high message traffic. Contrary, with
the utilisation of semantic friendship we achieve a recall up to 80%, while
message traffic is kept low.

Application Scenario. As an example of an application scenario let us con-
sider Mary, a computer scientist whose main field of expertise is bioinformatics.
Mary is interested in following the work of prominent researchers in the area
and willing to share her own work and ideas with other researchers; this inter-
action would help her set-up her research agenda and generate innovative ideas.
Currently, she would have to (i) resort to a number of digital libraries or sci-
entific databanks, like DBLP or GenBank, to identify interesting bibliography,
(ii) use one of the numerous centralised social networks, like LinkedIn or Re-
searchGate (aimed for professional or research use), to follow the work of other
researchers, and (iii) use one of the numerous file hosting services, like Dropbox
or Fileserve, to exchange her dataset with her colleagues. Clearly, Mary would
benefit from accessing a Web 2.0-inspired solution that is able to provide socially-
/semantically-aware search and data sharing with ownership and access control
in an integrated service. This system would be a valuable tool, beyond anything
supported in current centralised social networks, that would allow Mary to save
both time and effort.

In our example scenario, consider a research community comprised of re-
searchers working in different institutions and content providers of scientific
material, like digital libraries, scientific publishers, or scientific databanks. In
this context, each user will personalise and maintain its own node in the distri-
buted social network that will act as an access point to the network services. A
node will allow its user to socially connect with colleagues or collaborators and
exchange ideas, manuscripts, or even datasets in a P2P fashion, thus maintaining
full control of the data dissemination process. Additionally, a user might also be
semantically connected in an automatic but user-centered fashion to other nodes
with similar interests –maintained either by other researchers in the same field
or by specialised content providers. Additionally, nodes may also be deployed
by larger institutions, like research centers or content providers (e.g., CiteSeer,
ACM, Springer), to provide access points for their content that may be freely
disseminated or even priced (on the basis of pay-per-item or subscriptions). The
DS4 architecture would be a promising solution to such a setting as it (i) empha-
sises the seamless integration of information sources, (ii) supports user-centered
access control over the shared content, and (iii) enhances fault tolerance and
requires no central administration authority.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses related work.
Section 3 introduces the proposed architecture, implemented services, and pro-
tocols that regulate node interactions, while Section 4 presents our experimental
evaluation on a simulated environment and on the deployed prototype system.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses future research directions.
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2 Related Work

In this section, we discuss related work in the context of platforms for distributed
social networks and social data management.

2.1 Distributed Social Platforms

All available social networks (e.g., Facebook, LinkedIn, Elgg) are currently based
on centralised solutions both for storing and managing of content, which set scal-
ability limitations on the system and reduce fault-tolerance. Industry has already
detected these drawbacks and has lately turned into solutions that diverge from
the centralised model of the existing systems by developing platforms, such as Di-
aspora, Krawler and OpenSocial, that provide APIs to support application host-
ing in remote application servers, owned and managed by the application
providers. In a similar spirit, a strand of research work also moved towards hierar-
chical organisations for supporting distributed social networking. The distributed
social systems SuperNova [6] and Scope [7] are based on a two-tier architecture,
where nodes with higher computing capability become super-nodes and form an
overlay to provide distributed data management of the P2P social network. Client
nodes connect to super-nodes and rely on them for bootstrapping, sharing their
content, and accessing the shared information. Although all of the platforms and
system schemes propose the decentralisation of the social services, one of the main
issues of the centralised architectures persists: the existence of a single point where
user information is collected and may be exploited.

To alleviate the above disadvantage, distributed platforms for social online
networks based on the P2P paradigm were proposed [8,9,10]. LifeSocial.KOM
[10] is a plugin-based extendible social platform that provides secure communica-
tion and user-based data access control, and integrates a monitoring component
that allows users and operators to observe the quality of the distributed system.
Similar efforts aimed at spontaneous social networking; they include proposals
for distributed social services in resource constrained devices (like tablets or
smartphones) [11,12] or in environments with no infrastructure guarantees (e.g.,
high-attendance events) [7]. All these approaches offer different types of distri-
buted social platforms that allow users to create communities, share content,
and send messages, but do not emphasise expressive content search mechanisms.

Finally, other approaches in distributed social networking emphasise on de-
livering innovative and competitive services; SCIMS [13] relies on an ontology-
based model for managing social relationships and status, the work in [14] aims
at personalising search results based on user context and friendship relations,
while Gemstone [15] targets data availability in the absence of the data owner.
To achieve this, a replica storage scheme based on social relationships, online
patterns of nodes, and user experiences is utilised.

2.2 Distributed Social Data Management

Our work fits mainly into the area of data management in distributed social
networks and is inspired by previous approaches on SONs [1,2,3] and on works
that emphasise on distributed content location in social networks. Works like
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the eXO [4] and SoNet [16] systems are, similarly to DS4, inspired by the P2P
paradigm to provide content location and management services on large-scale
decentralised social networks. To do so, the authors rely on a structured overlay
and exploit the accurate location mechanisms, but de-emphasise node autonomy.
Contrary to these approaches, DS4 employs a loose component architecture and
introduces a new type of social relations between nodes: the semantic closeness of
content. In this way, nodes that are similar in terms of content, create emergent
groups likewise to the creation of social relations. Our work shares ideas with the
SocialCDN system [17], where social caches (links among friends) are introduced
as a way to alleviate the network traffic and optimise data dissemination (mainly
by social updates). In [17], social cache selection is formulated as the neighbour-
dominating set problem and a family of algorithms is proposed and evaluated.
Contrary to DS4, where the emphasis is on efficiently supporting expressive
content retrieval in the social paradigm, the emphasis on SocialCDN is on the
reduction on network traffic to facilitate fundamental social interactions.

The loose component architecture and the emphasis on node autonomy of [18]
resemble the architectural design of DS4, where an unstructured overlay network
of nodes is utilised to support the distributed social infrastructure. However, the
focus of [18] is on the design of gossip protocols for efficiently disseminating
profile updates to all interested users and does not put any attention to the
problem of content search and management.

Furthermore, the concept of creating and maintaining social connections in
distributed infrastructures is affined with the problem of distributed data man-
agement in P2P networks. In SONs [3,19], “social” connections between the peers
(e.g., similarity of content, pattern, or distance in a physical level) are exploited
to direct the search to nodes with relevant data (e.g., as in [20] that studies query
routing strategies based on “social” relationships). Other works on SONs (e.g.,
[2]) focus more on the organisation of P2P networks as small-world networks,
where peers self-organise in groups of similar interests to facilitate message-
efficient query answering. Our work on DS4 borrows concepts and ideas from
research on SONs and extends them for facilitating efficient and effective data
management in a social network setting. We suggest that SONs offer the most
promising architectural solution inspired from the P2P paradigm; it is a perfect
fit for a distributed social networking scenario providing high decentralisation,
high node autonomy, support for emergent semantic and social structures, and
effective object location mechanisms. Contrary, DHT-based architectures [4,5]
ignore node autonomy (by enforcing deterministic key/content placement) and
emergent structures (by enforcing network structure).

Finally, a large number of research in the domain of distributed social net-
works consists of studies on system security [5,21], user privacy [5,21,22,23,24],
distributed access control [25,26], and authentication mechanisms [25]. Clearly,
security issues are also relevant in our design and the DS4 system could benefit
by adopting approaches like [25] or [23] that enforce user privacy and access
control. However, the problem of security is orthogonal to our design and is not
further analysed as it is not the emphasis of this work.
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3 The DS4 Social Networking System

A distributed alternative for social networks should provide the same functional-
ity as current solutions, while avoiding centralised storage and ownership of user
data (that are anyway naturally distributed to users’ personal computers). In
our design, we aim at providing support for open social networks and innovative
services, while preserving end-user privacy and information ownership. The ben-
efits of distributed self-managing solutions extend over the architectural domain
to economic figures of social networks. With the proliferation of high-bandwidth
internet connections and powerful off-the-shelf personal computers, a distributed
solution based on P2P technology will realise a cost-effective way to develop and
manage social networks, avoiding maintenance, storage, and administrative costs
of centralised solutions.

3.1 Protocol Overview

To demonstrate the necessity and effect of semantic friendship in a distributed
social networking system we have designed and implemented four different pro-
tocols that may be executed by each node. All the protocols outlined below,
together with their implementation details with regard to each of the system
services, are described in detail in Section 3.3. The performance of each protocol
in terms of retrieval effectiveness and message traffic is evaluated in Section 4.

The FI Protocol. Under the FI protocol, each network node maintains a Friend
Index (FI) routing table containing the contact details (i.e., IP and port) of
the social neighbourhood of the node, comprised of explicitly declared friends
that participate in the DS4 network. This is the most straightforward form
of a distributed social network one could design and is used for providing the
baseline comparison for our experiments. In the FI protocol neither interest
identification nor semantic grouping is applied, since a node addresses a limited
number of random friend node(s) at query time, thus performing a message-
bounded flooding.

The FI+i Protocol. The FI+i protocol is similar to the FI protocol described
above, but targets to demonstrate the usefulness of the semantic information in
its simplest form. Under the FI+i protocol, when a node n connects to the DS4

network its interests are automatically derived by its local content as described
in Section 3.2. Each node maintains a FI routing table containing the contact
details mentioned above, together with the interest descriptions derived from the
interest identification process executed locally by its social friends. In this way,
at query time a node may address the friend(s) that are the most relevant to the
query. The protocol is named after the combination of the FI with interests.

The SI+g Protocol. In the SI+g protocol, each node n maintains, in addi-
tion to the FI containing the contact details and interest descriptions of social
friends, a Semantic Index (SI) routing table containing the contact details and
interest descriptions of nodes sharing similar interests with node n (called se-
mantic friends). The links in the SI form the semantic neighbourhood of the
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node, and will be refined accordingly by using the semantic grouping service
described in Section 3.3 (by resorting only to the SI of other nodes). In this
way, at query time the node(s) most relevant to the issued query are addressed.
This protocol is designed to demonstrate the importance of semantic friendship
in the content retrieval process, and is named after the combination of the SI
with the grouping of semantic friends.

The FISI+g Protocol. The FISI+g protocol is similar to the SI+g protocol
described above as the node maintains again two routing tables (SI and FI).
However, under the FISI+g protocol the contents of SI will be modified during
semantic grouping by resorting both to the SI and FI of other nodes. Similarly
to the SI+g protocol, at query time the node(s) most relevant to the issued query
are addressed. This protocol is designed to demonstrate the importance of the
FI in the grouping of semantic friends, and show the potential of combining
social and semantic friendship. The protocol is named after the combination of
both FI and SI with the grouping of semantic friends.

3.2 Interest Identification

The interests of each node are automatically derived by its local content (meta-)
data (e.g., user-defined tags, document titles, etc.) and naturally, a node may
have more than one interests. The interests of a node are identified automatically,
i.e., by applying a standard clustering algorithm like Hierarchical Agglomerative
Clustering (HAC) [27] or K-means [27] on the node’s local content repository. A
node’s interest is represented by the corresponding index terms (if an external
reference system is used) or by the centroid vector (if content is categorised by
clustering). Each node is then represented by the list of the centroid vectors of
its interests.

3.3 DS4 Service Description

The main idea behind DS4 is to let nodes that are semantically, thematically,
and socially close self-organise to facilitate the search mechanism. The services
regulating node join, creation and maintenance of semantic friendship, query
processing, and social interactions for all DS4 protocols mentioned above are
discussed in the following sections.

Join Service.When a node connects to the DS4 network, it uses the join service
which differs depending on the protocol followed. Since users are expected to
connect also through mobile devices, we allow nodes to use dynamic IP addresses
to enable a higher degree of decentralisation and dynamicity. Nodes are thus
identified by a unique ID computed at the first time of connection and may
connect, disconnect, or leave the system silently at any time.

According to the FI protocol, a node joining the DS4 network needs only to
locate its social friends and update its FI with their contact details. Joining
the network under the FI+i, SI+g, and FISI+g protocols involves a different
procedure, since the node has to derive its interests as described in Section 3.2.
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In the FI+i protocol, after calculating its interests, the node contacts its social
friends to notify them about its interests and asks in turn for their interests. This
information is then used to update its FI. In addition to the FI, in the SI+g and
FISI+g protocols, each node maintains also a semantic index SIik containing the
contact details and interest descriptions of nodes sharing similar interests (called
short-range links) and of a small number of nodes with dissimilar interests (called
long-range links. Long-range links are used to promote serendipitous discovery of
information, and it has been shown that they are able to affect the effectiveness
and efficiency of the retrieval [20]. This semantic index is maintained for each
distinct interest Iik of node ni. A node may merge or split its semantic indices
by merging or splitting its interests, depending on changes in its local content.

These (initially randomly selected) links form the semantic neighbourhood of
the node; the short-range links contained in SI are refined accordingly by using
the semantic grouping service (invoked either periodically or explicitly by the
user) described below. Long-range links are updated by random walks in the
network as in [20]. In the following, for simplicity of the presentation, we assume
that each node ni has only one interest Ii, and thus maintains only one SIi. The
same discussion applies for multiple interests, since nodes maintain one semantic
index per interest and the semantic grouping service is applied independently
for each one of them.

Semantic Grouping Service. The semantic grouping service is responsible (i)
for updating social and semantic friends’ interests both in FI and SI, and (ii)
for reorganising the semantic neighbourhood (SI) of the node by establishing
new connections and discarding old ones, forming groups of nodes with higher
semantic friendship (i.e., more similar interests).

For this reason, the FI protocol requires no semantic grouping and incurs no
extra message cost at the operation of the system, as it uses only the FI without
node interests. Additionally, semantic grouping for the FI+i protocol refers only
to the regular update of the node interests stored at the FI, and incurs a cost
proportional to the number of social links maintained in the FI.

The most interesting facet of the semantic grouping service is utilised in the
SI+g and FISI+g protocols. In these protocols, the network nodes use the service
to form groups of nodes based on their likelihood to have similar interests (i.e.,
their semantic friendship). As already mentioned in the previous section, the SI
of each node is used to maintain two types of semantic friendship links: short-
range links that are links to other nodes with similar interests, and long-range
links that links to nodes having different interests. Short-range links are used to
create groups (clusters) of nodes with high semantic friendship, while long-range
links are used to maintain the connectivity of remote semantic groups (clusters)
in the system. This procedure for grouping semantic friends is executed locally
by each node and aims at clustering nodes with similar content, so as to allow
forwarding of queries to social friends and clusters of semantic friends that are
similar to the issued query.

Semantic grouping resembles emerging group creation behaviours in social net-
works, where users with similar interests utilise word-of-mouth to cluster around
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a fan page or another user. This process in DS4 may occur in two facets: manu-
ally, by explicitly selecting to become friends with other users, and automatically
through the semantic grouping service. This procedure, may also function as a
recommendation mechanism for creating new social friendships.

Each node ni may (either periodically or when explicitly invoked) initiate the
semantic grouping service. The node computes its average Semantic Neighbour-
hood Similarity (SNS) to semantic friends as SNSi =

1
|ci| ·

∑
∀nj∈ci sim(Ii, Ij),

where |ci| is the number of ni’s connections (i.e., social friends and/or semantic
links depending on the protocol) and sim() can be any appropriate similarity
function (e.g., the cosine similarity between the term vector representations).
If the similarity computed is greater than a (user-defined) threshold θ then the
node does not need to take any further action, since it is surrounded by nodes
with similar interests. Otherwise, the node initiates a group refinement process
by forwarding a message in the network with a (user-defined) time-to-live (TTL)
to collect other nodes’ interests. In particular, under both SI+g and FISI+g pro-
tocols, a node ni issues a FindNodes = (id(ni), Ii, P, tg) message, where id(ni)
is the identifier of ni, P is an (initially empty) list, and tg is the TTL of the
message. The issued message is forwarded with equal probability to either m ran-
domly chosen nodes or the m most similar nodes to the message initiator. The
rationale of applying either of the forwarding strategies is that the message ini-
tiator should be able to reach similar nodes both directly (through other similar
nodes), but also indirectly (through propagation of the FindNodes() message
through non-similar nodes). The only difference between the SI+g and FISI+g
protocols lies in the utilisation of the routing tables: the SI+g protocol uses only
the semantic connections of a node (i.e., only the entries in the SI routing ta-
ble), while the FISI+g protocol uses both the semantic and social connections
(i.e., entries in both the SI and FI routing tables) to compute neighbourhood
similarity and propagate the message. In this way, we are able to study the effect
of social friendship in the grouping of semantic friends.

Each node that receives the FindNodes() message adds its contact details
and its most similar interest in list P of the message, reduces TTL by one, and
forwards the message in the same manner. When the TTL reaches zero, the
message (containing the contact information and interests of all nodes that re-
ceived it) is sent back to the initiator node, which uses the collected information
to refine the (short-range) links contained in the SI. Additionally, to speed up
semantic grouping, every intermediate node receiving the FindNodes() mes-
sage may utilise the message information to refine its semantic connections. The
pseudocode providing a high-level description of semantic grouping in protocols
SI+g and FISI+g is given in Figure 1(a).

Query Processing Service. Queries are issued as free text or keywords and are
formulated as term vectors. Subsequently, the node issues a query message in the
network with a (user-defined) TTL tq using its social (FI) and/or semantic (SI)
connections depending on the protocol implemented. All the nodes receiving the
query message reduce tq by one and apply the same forwarding technique; the
query message is not forwarded further in the network when tq = 0. Additionally
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1: compute SNSi

2: if SNSi < θ then
3: P ← { }
4: initiate message FindNodes = (id(ni), Ii, P, tg)
5: send FindNodes to:

- m random neighbours or
- the m most similar neighbours to ni

�each neighbour nj ∈ SI for SI+g

�each neighbour nj ∈ SI ∪ FI for FISI+g

6: P ← P ∪ {(id(nj), Ij)}
7: reduce message TTL tg by 1
8: do the same for the neighbours of nj

9: repeat until message TTL tg = 0
10: return list P to ni

(a)

�compare with ni’s interest

1: if sim(q, Ii) > θ then
2: Ri ← { }

�compare with ni’s local content

3: if sim(q, d) > θ then
�identify matching content

4: Ri ← Ri ∪ (d, sim(q, d))
5: initiate message Query = (id(ni), q, tq)
6: send Query to:

- all short-range links of ni and
- the m friends of ni most similar to q

7: else
8: send Query to

the m connections of ni most similar to q
9: reduce query TTL tq by 1
10: do the same for each visited node nj

11: repeat until query TTL tq = 0
12: return answer sets Rj to ni

13: rank results R← ∪Rj by similarity to q

(b)

Fig. 1: Pseudocode for (a) grouping of semantic friends and (b) query processing

to the forwarding of the query message, each node executes the query locally,
identifies matching content and returns appropriate pointers and metadata to
the query initiator. Finally, the query initiator collects all responses, produces
a list with the candidate answers ordered by similarity to the issued query, and
presents the list to the user. Figure 1(b) summarises the steps of the query
processing algorithm under the SI+g or FISI+g protocol.

Query forwarding depends on the implemented protocol, as not all protocols
have the same routing indices. In the FI protocol a node forwards the query
to m social friends found in the FI, without resorting to any form of semantic
relatedness between the issued query and the contacted nodes. This is a baseline
scenario used to demonstrate a distributed social network without explicitly
designed content retrieval capabilities.

Contrary to the FI protocol, where the query q is forwarded in an uninformed
way, in the FI+i protocol q is forwarded in an informed way: a node forwards a
query message to its m social friends that have the highest similarity to q, i.e.,
to those nodes in its FI that have interests closer the issued query.

Finally, query forwarding in the SI+g and FISI+g protocols is the same and
involves forwarding the query to (i) a number of semantic friends that are ex-
pected to have interests similar to the issued query and are contained in the SI
of the node (semantic facet of the search), and (ii) a number of social friends
contained in the FI of each node that are similar to the issued query (social facet
of the search). Specifically, the message initiator compares the query against its
interest(s) and, if similar, the query is forwarded to all of its short-range links
and similar friends, i.e., the message is broadcasted to the node’s neighbourhood
(query explosion)4. Otherwise, the query is forwarded to the nodes (found in
either the SI or the FI ) that have the highest similarity to the query (fixed

4 Notice that the query explosion is bound by a short TTL (typically 1 or 2) and the
number of SI links.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2: (a) DS4 node architecture and (b) GUI with results and settings screen

forwarding). The query routing strategy induced by both protocols is referred
to in the literature as the fireworks technique [1,2] and combines low message
traffic with high efficiency in clustered distributed environments.

Since many end-users are expected to connect through mobile devices with
limited resources, replication and caching techniques (such as [28]) are neces-
sary to maintain data availability. Notice however, that our design contains an
inherent replication mechanism through friend-of-a-friend (foaf) links.

Social Networking Services. All social networking functionality is imple-
mented by resorting on unicast or multicast messages to the explicitly declared
friends in the FI. Each node may add (or remove) a friend from the FI, send a
personal message to one of his friends, post an announcement to a subset of his
friends, or follow a friend (i.e., subscribe to posts or content changes). To add or
remove a friend requires only local changes in the FI. Additionally, to commu-
nicate with another friend a node ni issues a FriendComm = (id(ni),msg, f)
message containing the identification of ni, a free text bulletin, and a flag indicat-
ing the type of message (post or follow). The node receiving a FriendComm()
message makes the message content available to the user.

3.4 Prototype Implementation

The DS4 prototype system5 is build upon Microsoft .NET Framework v4.0 us-
ing C# and the Lucene v2.9.1.2 library for performing the content clustering
and interest identification. Figure 2(a) shows a high-level view of a DS4 node
and the different types of services implemented. A user in DS4 may utilise the
node join service to connect to the social network and invoke interest creation
to automatically cluster the content to be shared and identify one of more user
interests. Additionally, the user may also manage his own collection in the lo-
cal index store and add, remove, or modify the content or the metadata (e.g.,
tags). Interest creation may be invoked by the user when a significant amount
of content in its local store has changed, or when the user wants to add/remove
an interest. Apart from sharing the content with the rest of the community,

5 http://www.uop.gr/~praftop/ds4/
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the user may use the query processing service to issue Boolean, multi-keyword,
and wildcard queries on the shared (meta-)data and discover new content. The
content discovery process is automatic and returns (i) relevant results from the
users’ local store and (ii) content created by friends (social search) or nodes spe-
cialising on the query topic (semantic search). Finally, a user may refine/refresh
its connections manually by invoking the semantic grouping service at any time.
All actions are facilitated through a graphical user interface (Figure 2(b)).

4 Experimental Evaluation

The experiments in this section are designed to demonstrate the necessity and
importance of semantic friendship in a distributed social network, and showcase
the feasibility and qualitative benefits of our design. In the next sections, we
show that content searching restricted only in social friends (protocol FI) is
not effective in distributed social networks (returns only 10% of the relevant
content), while small improvements are observed when we maintain the interests
of social friends and use them at query time (protocol FI+i). We also show that
by utilising the notion of semantic friendship and creating groups of nodes with
similar interests (protocols SI+g and FISI+g) recall is significantly improved
(we receive up to 80% of the relevant content), while keeping message traffic
low. Finally, we demonstrate that our prototype implementation –apart from
supporting fundamental social interactions– may be also used as a full-fledged
content search engine in a distributed social network setting.

4.1 Simulation Measurements

Set-Up and Measures. The search efficiency and effectiveness of DS4 and the
effect of semantic friendship have been tested on a data set derived from a home
crawl of a real-life social network. For our simulations we used a crawl of the
Delicious social bookmarking site performed in November 2011, comprised of
about 700K users, 10M tags, and 21M bookmarks belonging to 170K categories.
The social graph followed power-law distribution in social friendships, with the
average number of social friends being 11. Notice that social friendships in De-
licious are not symmetric, i.e. user A following (being a friend of) user B does
not imply that B is also a friend of A. The average overlap between two social
friends was 15% in friends, 17% in tags, and around 5% in data (bookmarks).

In each graph of this section, we randomly selected a part of 200K users from
the user graph of our data set as nodes in the distributed social network, and
averaged our results over 10 different network topologies and 100 queries per
network. Experiments were performed considering bookmarks as resources and
the corresponding tags as resource descriptions. The set of resource descriptions
in a node was used as the node description. All descriptions were represented as
term vectors, after applying case folding, stemming and stopword removal. The
queries employed in the evaluation are tags that were strong representatives of
bookmark categories. Cosine similarity over term vectors was used to calculate
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3: (a) Semantic grouping messages/node and (b) search messages/query over time

the similarity among nodes and between a query and a node. Each node peri-
odically tries to improve its semantic friends by initiating a semantic grouping
procedure. The base unit for time used is the period t; the beginning of the
semantic grouping procedure for each node is chosen uniformly at random from
the time interval [0, 4Kt], and its periodicity is selected in the same way from
the time interval [0, 2Kt] (and differs for each node). The simulation was run for
all four protocols described in Section 3.1.

The performance of DS4 is evaluated in terms of the effectiveness of the
retrieval process and the communication load incurred (both for the semantic
grouping and the query processing). The accuracy of retrieval is evaluated using
recall (i.e., percentage of qualifying answers retrieved with respect to the total
number of qualifying answers in the network). Notice that, in our setting, pre-
cision is always 100% since only relevant content is retrieved. Additionally, the
network load is measured by the total number of messages (requests and answers
to requests) exchanged by the nodes during semantic grouping or querying.

The simulator was implemented in C/C++ and all experiments were run on
Linux. The baseline parameter values used are |SI| = 20, θ = 0.5, tg = 3, tq =
5, m = 3; a parameter setup is better than another if it achieves better recall for
less communication load. In the following, we present how the most important
of the parameters affect both the effectiveness and efficiency of the retrieval; the
rest of the parameter setup experiments are briefly discussed at the end of this
section due to space reasons.

Communication Load. Figure 3(a) presents the number of semantic grouping
messages per node over time. The plots presented in the figure correspond to
the four protocols discussed earlier in the paper. As expected, the FISI+g and
the SI+g protocols impose a need for node organisation, which in turn leads to
message traffic at node grouping time. Compared to the protocols that do not
reorganise node connections (FI+i and FI), FISI+g and SI+g load the network
with messages to make nodes discover semantically similar friends and get or-
ganised in semantic groups. Because of this, the network initially presents a high
message overhead indicating that nodes are still randomly connected and seek
the network for semantic friends. Algorithm FISI+g imposes more traffic load at
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4: Recall (a) over time and (b) versus tg

the network compared to SI+g, since nodes use both semantic and social con-
nections to decide the initiation of semantic grouping. However in both cases, as
nodes self-organise into semantic groups, message traffic is greatly reduced (over
55%). Notice also, that the FI+i protocol imposes the network with some minor
message overhead (subject to the number of social friends of nodes) in order to
update the nodes’ FI with the interests of social friends.

Figure 3(b) shows the number of messages per query over time for the four
different protocols. Initially, a high number of search messages is needed to re-
trieve the available data relevant to a query in all cases. However, this message
overhead is decreased when one of the FISI+g or SI+g protocols is used (more
than 55%) as nodes continuously get organised into groups with similar interests,
which proves helpful at query time. The FISI+g protocol imposes the network
with less communication load compared to the SI+g protocol, indicating that
using both social and semantic connections helps (i) at grouping time towards
discovering semantically similar nodes and create cohesive semantic neighbour-
hoods and (ii) at query time towards discovering the available data by exploring
less node connections. Notice also, that the FI+i protocol shows better network
performance compared to the FI protocol, indicating that using semantic infor-
mation to forward the query to the social friends helps the query discover the
available data.

Retrieval Effectiveness. Figure 4(a) illustrates the retrieval effectiveness of
the network as a function of time for the different protocols. At the beginning,
the values for recall are low (around 15%) for protocols FISI+g, SI+g, and FI, as
nodes utilise only social friends (as no semantic grouping is yet initiated) to find
the available data. After some time, when nodes start to organise into semantic
groups with the FISI+g and SI+g protocols, we can observe the effect of the
different strategies to retrieval effectiveness. The FI and FI+i protocols do not
improve recall since network connections do not change over time, as they utilise
only social friends. However, FI+i achieves 3 times better recall compared to FI,
indicating that semantic information proves useful; even if search resorts only to
social connections, using friends’ descriptions to forward the query may improve
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Fig. 5: (a) Grouping messages/node and (b) search messages/query when varying tg

performance. The FISI+g and SI+g protocols demonstrate improved retrieval
performance overall, achieving up to 2.5 (resp. 8) times better recall than FI+i
(resp. FI). Besides, the FISI+g protocol outperforms SI+g achieving up to 10%
better recall, indicating the usefulness of social friends in semantic grouping.

Varying tg. Figure 4(b) investigates the retrieval effectiveness when social
friends have been discovered (at time unit 50Kt) for various values of tg (i.e.,
the system parameter denoting how far the grouping message will be sent in the
network). As expected, when either of the FI+i and FI protocol is used, recall
is not affected by the semantic grouping message TTL (tg = 0 for both proto-
cols), since these protocols do not reorganise nodes’ semantic connections. On
the other hand, the FISI+g and SI+g protocols improve their retrieval perfor-
mance (FISI+g by 26% and SI+g by 30%) when greater values for tg are used,
since nodes explore a larger part of the network, thus increasing the probability
to discover nodes with similar interests and populate SI with more relevant se-
mantic friends. Then, at query time, the issued queries have higher probability
to find the available data by exploring the nodes’ semantic connections. Because
of this, the retrieval performance of the FISI+g and SI+g protocols converges for
higher values of tg, indicating that organising the network in cohesive semantic
neighbourhoods may improve recall without resorting to social connections.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the message overhead of the network (in terms of
semantic grouping and search messages) when semantic friends have been dis-
covered (at time unit 50Kt) while varying the semantic grouping message TTL.
As expected, communication load, when either the FI+i or the FI protocol is
used, is not affected by tg as nodes do not reorganise their semantic connections.
In terms of grouping messages, the FISI+g and SI+g protocols cause more com-
munication load in the network as tg increases, since the message is sent further
in the network to discover semantically similar friends. On the other hand, this
further exploration of the network causes more cohesive semantic connections,
which in turn improve (FISI+g by 2.3 times and SI+g by 1.2 times) communi-
cation load in terms of search messages. Recall that the FISI+g protocol uses
more grouping messages (by using both semantic and social links) to discover
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Fig. 6: (a) Retrieval effectiveness and (b) search messages/query when varying |SI |

semantic friends, and needs less search messages to find the available data as
more cohesive semantic groups have been eventually formed.

Varying |SI|. Figure 6(a) shows the retrieval effectiveness of the FISI+g and
SI+g protocols when semantic friends have been discovered (at time unit 50Kt)
and how it is affected by the size of SI. Retrieval effectiveness is not demon-
strated for the FI+i and FI protocols since they do not use semantic friends to
find relevant data. The FISI+g protocol remains almost unaffected to changes in
the number of semantic connections. This was expected since FISI+g uses both
social and semantic connections to calculate SNS and forward the semantic
grouping messages, explore a large part of the network, and achieve (an already)
high recall. On the other hand, the SI+g protocol improves the retrieval perfor-
mance (by 200%) when nodes store more semantic friends, since this protocol
relies heavily on SI.

The number of search messages per query for the same setting is presented
in Figure 6(b). Communication load at query time is affected by the number
of semantic friends at each node for both the FISI+g and SI+g protocols; the
network load increases when more semantic friends are stored, since queries are
eventually broadcasted to the semantic neighbourhoods. Finally, the FISI+g pro-
tocol imposes the network with overall less communication load compared to the
SI+g protocol as it manages to achieve a more cohesive semantic organisation.

Other Parameters.The way other system parameters affect the performance
of DS4 is independent of the protocol used. For greater values of θ (similarity
threshold) (i) semantic grouping messages are increased as the semantic grouping
process is initiated more often, (ii) search messages are decreased as less nodes
are considered similar to a query, and (iii) recall in increased as less data matches
a query. Additionally, recall and search messages are linear to the increase in tq
in all cases, while semantic grouping messages remain unaffected to tq variations.
Moreover, recall and communication load are highly affected by increases in m
(message fanout). Finally, node clustering affects both the retrieval effectiveness
and the communication load (as also shown in [20]); these results carry over to
our setting, but are omitted due to space considerations.
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Fig. 7: Response time in DS4 prototype when varying (a) tq and (b) query length

4.2 Prototype Measurements

Set-Up and Measures. Apart from the simulation results aiming at show-
ing the effectiveness and efficiency of the DS4 protocols, we also conducted a
series of experiments on the prototype implementation. We implemented DS4

upon Microsoft .NET Framework v4.0 using C# and used the Lucene v2.9.1.2
library for performing the content clustering and interest identification of the
nodes. Our experiments were executed on a local-area network that consists of
10 workstations connected by a Gigabit ethernet connection running up to 10
nodes per machine, that is 100 nodes in total.

To obtain a content-rich set-up for the experimentation on the prototype, the
DS4 nodes were populated with a subset of the OHSUMED TREC6 collection
containing 30,000 medical articles belonging to 10 different categories. Each node
was randomly assigned documents from different categories so as to support
multiple interests per node, and the queries were issued from random peers in
the network. The network was allowed a small bootstrapping period to perform
node grouping and was subsequently used for social networking and content
retrieval. The response time shown in the graphs is wall-clock time between the
time a user issues a query and the time he receives the final result ranking.

Response Times. Figure 7(a) shows the response time for different values of
the tq parameter and for two network setups (consisting of 10 and 100 nodes).
As it was expected, the response times between networks of different size do not
present a significant variation, as the dominant factor for introducing a delay
is the increase of the query TTL. Increasing the query TTL results in reaching
nodes several hops away from the query originator and also, in receiving more
relevant results that have to be collected, ranked, and presented to the user.

In Figure 7(b) we observe the response time when varying the query length
for the two network setups. Queries posed in this setting are comprised of multi-
word terms under the VSM model that were matched against both the local
document store of the node and the results received from other network nodes.

6 http://trec.nist.gov/data/t9_filtering.html

http://trec.nist.gov/data/t9_filtering.html
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Query length refers to the number of terms contained in an issued query. We
observe that DS4 is not very sensitive to changes in the query length.

The extensive experimental evaluation of the prototype system also considered
the message costs, achieved recall, and grouping quality and the findings were
in trace with the simulation results. Our recall values were as high as 78%,
while the search cost in terms of bandwidth was kept low (at all times less than
2MB/query for all the search messages issued for a specific query). Our network
analysis showed that the cost of local search is 40-50% of the response time, the
cost of the network communication was 30-40% of the time, while 10-20% of the
time was the collection, ranking, and display of results. The full scale evaluation
of the prototype is omitted due to space reasons.

Storage and Memory Requirements. In terms of storage and memory re-
quirements,DS4 is kept lightweight. Its memory trace when idle is around 8.5MB
(8756KB) while its storage costs are largely dominated from the size of the shared
data. Only one instance of the Lucene library (with a memory trace of 556KB
on average) is loaded in main memory and serves all nodes hosted in this ma-
chine. In our evaluations, we managed to run as many as 30 nodes in a single
workstation; however the experiments were executed with up to 10 nodes per
machine for avoiding bottlenecks.

5 Summary of Results and Outlook

We have presented a social networking system that introduces semantic friend-
ship between users to facilitate content search on top of the default social in-
teractions. Our experimentation shows that semantic friendship improves the
observed recall of the system significantly, while search costs are reduced.

We plan to deploy and test DS4 in large-scale environments, study the ap-
plicability of foaf links to the replication problem, and extend the proposed
protocols to cover also subscriptions over content/tags with aggregation.
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